



From in situ data to gridded fields
 https://github.com/gher-ulg/DIVA
1DIVAData Interpolating Variational Analysis(2-dimensional)




Pure interpolation is not always suitable to oceanography
Different types of errors
instrumental: imperfect sensors and instruments
representativeness: what is measured is not what is intended to be
analysed
synopticty: measurements assumed to be taken at the same time

















Variational method: cost function




µ [d − ϕ(x, y)]2 + ‖ϕ‖2
• Proximity to observations
• Regularity of the field
• Weight on data points
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( α2∇∇ϕ :∇∇ϕ + α1∇ϕ ·∇ϕ + α0ϕ2) dD
• penalizes variability
• penalizes gradients
• penalizes the field itself (anomalies)
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( α2∇∇ϕ :∇∇ϕ + α1∇ϕ ·∇ϕ + α0ϕ2) dD
• penalizes variability
• penalizes gradients
• penalizes the field itself (anomalies)
Solver: finite-element mesh
















1 Information cannot cross physical boundaries
2 Numerical cost almost independent on the number of data
Why use finite-elements?
1 Information cannot cross physical boundaries
2 Numerical cost almost independent on the number of data
Analysis parameters: related to the observations
1 Correlation length L: distance over which an observation
influences its neighborhood
2 Signal-to-noise ratio λ: relative confidence one can have in
the observations
Bonus: can add other constraints to the cost function
Example: advection along currents








1 Large number of input files
2 Code to be compiled (Fortran)
3 3D analysis (lon, lat, depth) done by stacking 2D layers
2DIVAndn−dimensional interpolation




DIVA (1991–…) : Fortran + bash
DIVAnd (2013–2016) : GNU Octave or MATLAB
DIVAnd (2016–…): Julia faster, better, stronger
Notebooks: interactive computational environments
Notebooks combine:
1 code fragments that can be executed,
2 text for the description of the application and
3 figures illustrating the data or the results.
DIVAnd in a notebook
 Example online
Full example on the Adriatic
https://github.com/gher-ulg/Diva-Workshops
Weaknesses
1 Installing and learning a new language
3HF radarcurrents
Working on HF radar radial data





• Analysis of radial currents to derive total currents
• Observation operator links the radial currents of the different
radar sites
Formulation: couple velocity components
Norm : |ϕ|2 =
∫
Ω
(α2∇∇ϕ : ∇∇ϕ+ α1∇ϕ · ∇ϕ+ α0ϕ2) dΩ
Cost function: J(⃗u) = |u|2 + |v|2 +
N∑
ı=1
(⃗uı · p⃗ı − urı)2
ϵ2ı
u⃗ = (u, v)
p⃗ı = normalized vector pointing toward the correspond HF radar
site of the ı-th radial observation urı
































3D analysis: longitude, latitude and time
• Include the data the hour before and after
• Temporal correlation length
• Coriolis force
Coriolis force and geostrophically balanced mean flow
∂u




∂t = −fu− g
∂η
∂y
f = Coriolis frequency
η = sea surface elevation
Conclusions
1 Two efficient, open-source tools
2 Interpolation using physical constraints
3 Developments for other types of data
sediments, phytoplankton, …
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